


SYNOPSIS                   

Slim Norton's vocation to the to the secret agent profession is 
of early date.

Slim,  in  fact,  has  become  secret  agent  as  a  reaction  to 
children's frustrations: he got a beating by his fellow and when 
he was babe in arm and the most tough children stole to him 
the dummy, decided to become hard.

He has a fixed enemy, Rockford, who has never met end doesn't 
exist,  but  not  for  this  he  will  cease  to  hunt  him.  In  fact, 
Rockford is a complicated birth of his child persecution. Slim is 
also  a  Mickey  Mouse's  fan,  considered  a  symbol  of  an  ideal 
America in which he wants to recognize. 

 Target :                     7 - 14        
 EPISODES :                  52 x 7 min   



    CHaracters

Slim Norton

SECRET AGENT OF Z.I.A.

Slim Norton has a long-term vocation for the secret 
agent profession.

Slim, in fact, became a secret agent in reaction to his 
childhood frustrations: he was weak, delicate and was 
always soaked by his mates. Indeed, as a baby, when his 
dummy was regularly stolen by the strongest children, 
he decided he would become a tough guy!
He has a fixed enemy, a so called Rockford, that he 
has  never  met  and  that  does  not  exist.  
Despite  of  this  he  will  not  cease  to  hunt  him!
Actually Rockford is a creation of his complex childish 
oppression.

Slim  is  also  a  fanatic  of  Mickey  Mouse  which  is 
considered to be the symbol of the ideal America in 
which he wants to recognize himself.
 



Michelino (CALLED BRUSH)

Slim has an adventure friend,  Michelino called Brush, come to 
America from Italy to be a spy,  thanks to a recommendation 
letter of the priest of Roccacannuccia 
Brush is a very shy guy, not self-confident, absolutely lacking 
of aggressiveness,  which  is  a  big  handicap  given  his  job 
(profession). 

Sometimes, he suffers from homesickness and wants to go back 
in Italy to eat home made "quadrettini" soup.

THE  Z . I . A (AUNT)

Slim and Brush are two agents of the Z.I.A. , an old lady whose 
face we'll never be seen but always her back, sat on an armchair 
from which she gives her orders and dispositions.
But nonetheless we can still guess something of this mysterious 
character: for example, that she leads the organization with an 
unchallenged  authority,  that  she  manages  the  money  for  her 
agents with great parsimony and that she loves being surrounded 
by an aura of mystery.



Bum Bum (CALLED  ZERO TOLERANCE“ ”)

Slim and Brush are two secret agents and are living in mystery 
and danger as any good agent,  but they are also troubled by 
ordinary men's problems,  such as the house rent,  which often 
they fail to honor because the Z.I.A is not so generous...
Unfortunately  for them,  the landlord  is  called  Bum Bum,  zero 
tolerance:  a  weird(bizarre)  name  due  to  his  reluctance  to 
tolerate defaulting tenants..

Double Rum, the bartender

Our two secrets agents are of quite fixed habits in some ways 
and always go to the same bar managed by a strange man called 
Double rum:
He's a little philosopher,  a little  adviser,  a little confessor 
because he listens patiently to confidences and life events that 
Slim loves to tell him from time to time.

...and sometimes he begins afar off as when he lets himself 
swirl in his memories dating as back as his earliest years....



Rockford

Rockford is the enemy number one of Slim to which our gives 
chase since long time without succeeding to find him.
Maybe because Rockford does not exist  but it is the imaginary“ ”  
representation of a complex childish oppression, born when he 
still lived in the orphanage.
However, so strong is the obstinacy with which he believes in this 
personal  ghost  that  he  does  not  hesitate  to  fill,  some 
wretched passerby mistaken for the hated enemy, of lead: only 
to then apologize for the regrettable error ... .

Professor Sigmund Fred

Slim is certainly not an upright person, a tough guy lacking of 
angles and shadows, like Borgard to be clear.
Slim  is  rather  a  quite  problematic  secret  agent  with  its 
strengths and its weaknesses which,  sometimes,  requires the 
help of a psychoanalyst: the Professor Sigmond Fred.

Slim  asks  him  for  consolation  of  his  angstes.  Unfortunately 
Professor Fred is a completely crazy guy and his answers are 
absolutely strange and unpredictable.



Microchip

Like any secret agent also Slim makes use of the most technology 
sophisticated weapons. Or quasi...

Its  official  supplier,  which  is  part  of  the  Z.I.A  organization,  is 
called  Microchip  and  it'  s  always  prompt  to  offer  its  dares 
inventions whenever one requires his involvement.

Microchip, however, is surely ingenious but also rather messy and 
his innovative weapons clearly operate but in a completely unusual 
and unexpected way. 

Orazio   

There's a guy, who is an Italian aid baker in the bakery on the corner 
of the Fifth street, that really does not convince Slim and Brush.
He's  Orazio and spends a lot of time to persuade the two secret 
agents that he's not part of KGB or STASI  or any other secret 
organization.

Our  two  characters  have  run  away  with  the  idea  that  there  is 
something suspicious in the job of the poor Orazio who would seem 
hiding who knows which obscure activities: he has a lots to do in 
trying to convince them that he is only the baker's boy.



Ho-Ci-Cin

The Chinese fear's syndrome has also permeated the secret agents' 
environments, so that Slim and Brush have always the impression of 
seeing 1, 10, 100, 1,000 Chinese secret agents who plot in the shadows.

Actually is always and only one: Ho-Cin-Cin, a little Chinese guy, quite 
harmless, a secret agent who works in the West not to defeat and 
overthrow the capitalist system but to copy and transfer the most 
trendy brands ( griffe) to his motherland.


